CSCI 291: Game Development
Assignment 1 – Text Based Game
Due Tuesday 1/22/13 Start of Class

The primary focus of this assignment is to familiarize you with game loops and key events in Java. To accomplish this we will create some sort of console-based game. This can be any sort of game that employs text or ASCII visuals. The game loop will perform all the games necessary actions and then wait each cycle for player input, making the game turn-based.
For this assignment we have provided you a GUI based Java Console that allows you to print to and clear the screen. The ConsoleGUI.java file in the class directory is the console we will have you use.
For printing the console allows the following methods:
.print(String text)
.printLine(String text)
To clear the screen use:
.clear()
To set the keyboard listener use:
.setKeyboardInputHandler(KeyAdapter adapter)

This assignment will be graded on how you complete your game loop and implement keyboard input.


Examples of games you could make:
Dungeon Crawl
Text Adventure
Maze
Tic Tac Toe


Appended 1-17-13:

There was some confusion about the assignment this morning, so I wrote some simple code to get you started and put it on Katie as ConsoleGame.java under Week 1.  It creates an instance of ConsoleGUI which prints "Hello World", then echoes back keypresses.  It only handles two special keys, delete will clear the screen and escape will exit.  You should use this as a basis for your first assignment, change the keyReleased() method to suit your game.  The DungeonCrawler game that Matt provided is only meant as a demonstration of the console, you should not base your game on it.  You can, of course make a game similar to DungeonCrawler, but it needs to be your code, not Matt's (it was pieced together and is not the best example of good coding).

Remember to start small, add only a small piece of functionality at a time and test it to make sure it works before adding more, when you add five methods at once and try to test everything it becomes very difficult to debug.  Also, keep the first assignment simple so you can get it done by Tuesday, you can always add more features after you turn it in.  If you are not very confident in Java yet then get as much done as you can outside of class so you don't become late.

Justin mentioned that a good resource for the basics of Eclipse and Java is CSCI135 at http://katie.mtech.edu/classes/csci135/.  Keith has some well-written pdfs to help brush up on Java, especially the pdfs for lectures 12-16 about objects and classes.

Remember, for the actual assignment we are looking for something which demonstrates that you understand and can implement a simple game loop which waits for user input, then takes action based on that input.  It doesn't have to be complicated, any simple puzzle or pen-and-paper game will be fine, or any simple text adventure.  "Guess the Number" is too simple, but anything beyond that is good.  If you do make something with text input, remember to use Java to handle parsing integers and the like, don't reinvent the wheel!

Zach Wormgoor

